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The Punchline

Are we measuring what matters?  
No.
Are we measuring what matters?  
No.



Preamble



Why measures matter

• Measures are self-definition
• Measures represent aspirational direction
• Measures are ways of knowing
• Measures are communication with purpose



Measures and Motivations

Incentives are 
ambiguous

Designing on 
precedent is 
dysfunctional

Efficiency is not 
effectiveness



A Triple Threat to the Triple Aim

• Accountability that 
undermines value

• Measures that 
fail to evaluate

• Health data 
co-opted by payment



What does that look like?
Population Health

– Rates of…
– Percents of…
– Offered…

… and what we care about

– Info management
– Data use
– Experience of healing
– Social factors
– Macro view
– Proactive



What are we talking about…

Quality

Performance 

Value

Accountability

degree to which something meets 
expectations, allows for comparison

how well something is done

thought beneficial, based on shared 
agreement of expectations and norms

how well performance is 
aligned with value



…and is it ‘fit for purpose’

Enabling high quality is…

Measures aligned 
with purpose and 

value

The use to which 
those measures are 

put

One PartOne Part
&



What measures are not

They are not

• about quality and accountability,
• aligned with expectations, values, and norms, 
• shared across stakeholders

• Instruments for corrective action
• Proof of services rendered or ROI
• Targets to achieve

THEY ARE communication with purpose



Developing the PCPCM

The problems we faced
• Too many measures, too burdensome
• Myopic focus on disease and pathways
• Not aligned with primary care or the needs 

of the people who go there



Crowd Sourcing

Patients, Clinicians and
Purchasers

The overlap? 

Tunnel Vision
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Patients, Clinicians and
Purchasers

The overlap? 38%
• Prevention surveillance
• Disease pathway indicators
• Utilization of non-PC services



Graphic @ JH Bloomberg School of Public Health

Barbara Starfield

Starfield Summit III



Person Centered Primary Care Measure
My practice makes it easy for me to get care

My practice is able to provide most of my care

My doctor considers all of the factors that affect my health

My practice coordinates the care I get from multiple places

My doctor or practice knows me as a person

My doctor and I have been through a lot together

My doctor or practice stands up for me

The care I get takes into account knowledge of my family

The care I get in this practice is informed by knowledge of my community

Over time, my practice helps me stay healthy

Over time, this practice helps me to meet my goals



So young, so real, you can touch it

Kerr White, MD Larry Green, MD



Measuring What Matters

Social and scientific as one
Relational knowing

Worthy of my trust
Sees my whole biography
Handles majority of my needs
Helps to integrate my story
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